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	Black Holes, Wormholes & Time Machines, 9780750305600 (0750305606), Taylor & Francis, 1999

	Do you know: · What might happen if you fall into a black hole? · That the Universe does not have an edge? · That the reason it gets dark at night is proof of the Big Bang? · That cosmic particles time-travel through the atmosphere defying death? · That our past, present and future might all coexist "out there"? With two remarkable ideas, Albert Einstein revolutionized our view of the Universe. His first was that nothing can travel faster than light-the ultimate speed limit. This simple fact leads to the unavoidable conclusion that space and time must be linked together forever as Spacetime. With his second monumental insight, Einstein showed how Spacetime is warped and stretched by the gravity of all objects in the Universe and even punctured by black holes. But such possible twisting of Spacetime allowed a magic not even Einstein could have imagined: time-travel. Theoretical physicist Jim Al-Khalili finally lays science fiction to rest as he opens up Einstein's Universe. Leading us gently and light-heartedly through the dizzying world of our space and time, he even gives us the recipe for a time machine, capable of taking us Back to the Future, to Alice's Wonderland, or on a trip with the Terminator.


	About the Author


	Jim Al Khalili performed the 1998 Institute of Physics Schools Lecture Tour with the finale at the Royal Institution. He co-starred with Roger Penrose on the BBC's Flow of Time and has been nominated for the Royal Society Michael Faraday Award in the Public Understanding of Science. His recent TV and radio appearances have seen him discuss subjects as broad as the Meaning of Free Will and The Science Behind Star Wars.
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Location and Personalisation: Delivering Online and Mobility Services (BT Communications Technology)Institution Electrical Engineers, 2003
The world is charging towards the new network technologies of broadband and 3G and new application technologies face the challenge of where they can be used. This book takes a pragmatic look at two particular application technologies - location and personalisation - and presents an understanding of the technical and business impact of these...

		

Flash Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004

	This collection offers expert Flash tips and tricks for optimization, creating interesting effects, ActionScript programming, sound and video effects, and much more--and you don't need to be an expert to use them (although you'll certainly look like one). Ranging from practical hacks to the fun and quirky, the book covers Flash MX,...


		

Therapeutic Neovascularization - Quo vadis?Springer, 2007

	This collection of current and future concepts of neovascularization offers fascinating insights into refining a powerful therapeutic tool which has not yet had the chance to live up to the expectations and needs of the medical community. It examines current refinements in the fundamental concept of neovascularization and describes the most...





	

Hutchison's Clinical Methods: An Integrated Approach to Clinical Practice With STUDENT CONSULT Online Access, 22e (Hutchinson's Clinical Methods)Saunders, 2007

	Hutchison's Clinical Methods, first published over a century ago, is the classic textbook on clinical examination. It provides an outstanding source of learning and reference for undergraduate medical students and postgraduate doctors. It seeks to teach an integrated approach to clinical practice, so that new methods and investigations...


		

Programming for Engineers: A Foundational Approach to Learning C and MatlabSpringer, 2013

	
		Teaching programming for engineers in a rigorous manner, this volume introduces pointer-based memory manipulation in the first chapter, and moves on from C to Matlab and Octave programming, all of which are important methods for engineers in any sector.
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Klimt (Mega Square Collection)Parkstone Press, 2011

	Gustav Klimt first made himself known by the decorations he executed (with his brother and their art school companion F. Matsch), for numerous theatres and above all (on his own this time) for the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, where he completed, in a coolly photographic style, the work begun by Makart. At the age of thirty he moved into...
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